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An image of two men embracing, embroidered on a handkerchief: Could anything be more kitschy? Yet 
a second look qualifies our first impression, i.e. when we learn that these athletic youths come from 
Israel. For despite being celebrated in the gay and lesbian media as remarkably tolerant, large segments 
of Israeli society have been reluctant to acknowledge the rights of homosexuals. Within this deeply 
religious community, moreover, homosexuality remains a recurrent theme. The film “Thou shalt not 
love” by Israeli director Haim Tabakman received considerable attention for showcasing homosexuality 
among ultra-orthodox Jews (it began screening in selected German movie theaters in May of this year). 
“Yossi and Jagger,” seen by many people on television, features a gay cadet and his commanding officer 
in the extreme situation of actual warfare. If we continue to follow this thread, we even arrive at a 
depiction of a gay Jewish-Arab couple as in Eytan Fox’s 2007 film “The Bubble”, whose catastrophic 
conclusion seems almost preordained. Spun from the same threads which engendered these ill-fated 
lovers is an exhibition which at first glance seems to feature plants and animal forms. Our initial 
impression is of real insects and plants, flowers and panicles. The blades of grass in particular seem to 
have been just plucked from a meadow. And yet that which Israeli artist Dafna Kaffeman has created 
through her incredibly delicate handicraft technique, fashioning them over an open flame, are the finest 
of glass art objects. Their fragility is as apparent to the eye as their powerful symbolism. Granted, there 
is much symbolism to be found in contemporary art glass generally – but to underlay such objects with 
text fragments drawn from the Israeli press and embroidered into handkerchiefs: that is truly singular. 
The series entitled "Mantis Religiosa", Latin for "Praying Mantis", is being presented to the public now 
for the first time. The lines of text on the handkerchiefs could almost be the kind of kitschy sayings 
found in scrapbooks. But at the exhibition opening, Dvora Ben David, Cultural Attaché of the Israeli 
Embassy in Berlin, explained their real significance: in 2003, there was extensive press coverage 
in Israel of a foiled suicide attack; later, there were also exhaustive reports about the second Lebanon 
war, which took place in 2006- 2008. Headlines and press reports provided the basic material on which 
Kaffeman based her glass artworks – and in an ambiguous fashion: on the one hand, those objects stand 
quite solidly on their handkerchiefs, on the other, the words found on the cloth influenced the designs 
of these plant and insect motifs. The embroidery was executed by six Israeli men who had served in the 
Israeli army and had seen war all around them on a daily basis. They were compelled to come to terms 
with the contents of the text fragments, and even responded to them consciously, commenting on them 
in their handiwork. Things were different two years earlier with the Norwegian women who executed 
the embroidery for the glass art series “Red Everlasting” without being able to read the Hebrew and 
Arabic texts they were working with. They had to rely solely on their sense of fantasy and on personal 
associations. This series too is included in the Berlin-Mitte exhibition. The combinations of glass insects 
and plants allude to networks of relationships which join them. “I chose the plant motifs for their 
symbolism” says Kaffeman, “and the insect motifs instead for their outward appearance. The adesmia 
beetle, for example, resembles a dartboard. The social behavior of these creatures plays a role as well, 
i.e. when I link the praying mantis with cannibalism. Lastly, the works also make reference to ways of life 
of these insects, for example through depictions of colony construction among the ants”. By being linked 
to the text fragments about the foiled suicide attack and the war in Lebanon, the creatures she has 
singled out acquire a triple meaning for viewers. As gallery owner Hans-Martin Lorch explains, her 
approach generates “an interplay between the visible and the concealed, between the superficially 
evident and the enigmatic”, a “rift which in this artist's view is characteristic of the complexity of life in 
Israeli society”. Kaffeman’s works, no matter how intoxicatingly beautiful, no matter how fascinating, 
are nonetheless conceived as an appeal. She calls attention not solely to life’s beautiful or pleasant 



aspects, but also question political events, attempting to confront us with the sources of oppression and 
violence.” 
 
(from the German by Ian Pepper) 


